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Hi Team JL42 
With the onset of better weather, JL42 Peer Support 
will be looking for opportunities to further group  
activities. Creating a social group which is compati-
ble with the abilities and interests of our clients is 
always going to be a difficult task, and we rely on 
you to bring your thoughts and ideas to the table. 
JL42 Peer Support now has good coverage of the 
Adelaide metropolitan area and is able to assist new 
participants access our services by contacting        
Jeremy (0481339463) in Southern Adelaide, or Adam 
in Northern Adelaide (0425898773). Currently we 
are looking at expanding into Mt Barker but are we 
are not quite there........ yet. Apologies. 
Recently we had a group lawn bowls and BBQ day at the Clarence Garden Bowls Club.    
Numerous clients attended and everyone enjoyed the light competition. We are looking at 
going ahead with another day at the club in the near future. Other group plans may         
include BBQ’s, 8 Ball, Drive in, Motor racing, VR, Comedy and Sports events. 
Some of the assistance we have rendered to clients recently include, moving furniture,   
applying for government identification, doctors appointments, covid tests, gym sessions, 
fishing, chess, cooking lessons, applying for work, shopping, bike riding, libraries, day trips, 
companionship, horse-riding, home maintenance and respite. Our support staff are happy 
to lend a hand wherever they feel safe and capable. 
JL42 Peer Support welcomes Adam back into the fold after a lengthy lay off due to his     
injured left leg. Being able to offer Adam a supervisory role here which combines his       
enthusiasm and communication skills seems to be a perfect fit for everyone going           
forwards. We look forward to assisting clients access our services and feel important. 
After receiving support from coordinators across Adelaide. I am proud to continue to     
provide a totally independent South Australian service which has no affiliation with any 
other service provider. Our staff and clients all engage with our service voluntarily and with 
a mutual obligation to each other and to the vision of JL42 Peer Support. Creating a      
company which embodies the spirit the NDIS and delivers choice and control to the clients 
is a great privilege. Receiving beautiful messages about our service delivery regularly is   
inspiring. 

All the best. 
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